SEND Transformation in Lincolnshire
Sheridan Dodsworth, Head of Service SEND

Our Inclusive Ambition
Children and Young People, Parent/Carers and Professionals
will have a strong understanding of the graduated
approach and support available in Lincolnshire and have
confidence navigating the SEND system, because the right
support is provided at the right time.
Mainstream settings have strong knowledge and
understanding of supporting children with additional
needs and are able to teach social and emotional skills.
Settings work together with families to ensure that
support in the home and setting are complementary, to
best meet a child or young person’s outcomes.

Our Inclusive Ambition
We will move away from exclusions to recognise that
behaviour is a communication of need. In response to this
need professionals are able to wrap services around a child,
helping to meet their need in an inclusive way.
We will have high aspirations for our children and young
people with additional needs, using plans to help meet
needs and achieve outcomes, meaning higher academic
achievement, increased personal resilience, increased
socialisation and more resilient adults after education.

System Ambitions
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Strengthen the Local Offer
SEND Advice line for SENCo - Ask SALL
Improved Graduated Approach/ Inclusion Toolkit
Invest in Workforce Development
Introduce Valuing SEND to support decision making and
benchmarking
Define and promote practice standards within the Statutory
Assessment Pathway
Support the transition of vulnerable pupils from Early Years
Foundation Stage to Reception
Promote and support step down from special school to
mainstream
Accountability through performance data
Building Communities of Specialist Provision

The Valuing SEND approach and tool
Geoff Hinkins, Libby Hughes
IMPOWER

What we’ll cover
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What is Valuing SEND?
• Context – where the approach has come from
• Aims and objectives of the approach
• Coproduction
• Exploring the tool
• When the tool might be used, case study
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Lincolnshire leaflet for Valuing SEND
• Opportunity to feedback and input into the coproduction of
communications around VSEND

What is Valuing SEND?

Context
In May 2019 Norfolk, Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire County Councils began working together to
develop a new approach to capturing and understanding the needs of children with special
educational needs, with support from the public sector consultancy IMPOWER. This demonstrated
the following shared challenges across all three counties:

It is difficult to
understand needs
holistically, and to
capture changes over
time

There is not a single view
of needs to inform
support planning and
decision making

It is difficult to
understand the impact of
support on children’s
needs and outcomes

These factors make strengths and needs-led planning and practice challenging for
professionals
It was clear that bringing professionals together from different agencies and services to input
into the tool was vital if it were to provide a single view of needs. Therefore education, health
and social care colleagues came together across the counties to develop ideas and thinking.

Aims of Valuing SEND
Shared ambition for the Valuing SEND approach:

Improve children’s long-term outcomes and inclusion
Improve the experience of families and professionals across the system

Valuing SEND aims to achieve this by:
2
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Developing a single, rounded
picture of the needs of children
and the support they need to
succeed and prosper within and
outside of their education - from
birth to adulthood.

Using this as the foundation for
planning and commissioning of
support, monitoring of progress
and evaluation of support at a
child and cohort level, and to
enable earlier and more coordinated intervention.

Valuing SEND was developed with parents and carers
Coproduction is essential in any thinking about needs and support for children with SEND. In
order to produce a tool that was truly holistic and reflected the whole picture for a child we
needed to reach out to parents, carers and families.
‘…IMPOWER’s Valuing SEND programme demonstrated the right
values from the outset by involving parents through parent carer
forums... In the Valuing SEND programme, parent representatives
have been involved in early discussions, producing and refining the
model and – crucially – adding the family needs element…’
‘The tool has, at its core, a simple visual representation of a child
or young person’s needs that is easier to relate to than the usual
wordy documents that parents are faced with. Being able to
clearly see the child’s needs alongside the readiness of settings and
families to meet those needs provides a great starting point for an
open conversation.’
Carol Kelsey, Coordinator
Parent and Carer Forum
Hertfordshire

Impact and insight
Valuing SEND has been trialled across a number of Local Authorities and have demonstrated impact
in a variety of ways:
Valuing SEND has:
•Shifted views of professionals and parents around how best to support needs

•Informed panel discussion and decision making on how best support to meet need

•Evidenced impact of setting/ support on meeting the needs of individuals

•Strengthened and improved approaches to reviews of plans and support

What is the Valuing SEND Tool?
The Valuing SEND tool enables an assessment of:
1. A child or young person’s needs across 5 key domains:
•
cognition and learning
•
communication and interaction
•
sensory and physical
•
social emotional and mental health
•
Independence

2. The readiness of the educational setting to meet needs across the 5 domains
The setting use a set of graduated support prompts to determine their own
confidence and ability currently in meeting the needs of the child or young person
and to plan for where they can do this better,
3. The readiness of the home environment to meet needs across the 5 domains
The parents, carers and family rate their confidence in different domains at
meeting the needs of the child or young person.

A complete picture of need in one place
The blue line
represents the needs
of the child or young
person in the five
domains.
The green line
represents the
setting’s readiness in
meeting those needs.
The pink line
represents the parent,
carer and family’s
confidence in meeting
the child or young
person’s needs.

When might Valuing SEND be used?
The tool has been designed for use for any child/ young person with additional needs, from birth
through to age 25. Consistent use of this tool will allow a clear picture of how needs change over time,
both for the individual child/ young person, and for the setting as a whole.

Child/ young person level
ASSESS

PLAN

Needs are
identified

Support is
planned

Use the tool to identify
need support early
intervention and
enable the right
support at the right
time

Use the tool to
inform development
of support/
interventions in
response to need

Tracking increases/ decreases in
needs levels supports evaluation of
impact and informs changes to
support

DO

Needs are
monitored

Regular (e.g. termly) review of
ratings enable changes in need to
be tracked

The tool facilitates
communication of needs
and support planning
around transitions
between settings

REVIEW

Support is
reviewed

Support is
planned in a new
setting

Feedback
Please post your comments and questions in the chat. We will try to respond to as
many of the key themes coming up through questions/comments as possible in the
time we have.
What are your opinions on the tool? Do you
have any questions or comments on…

• Suitability and practical use of the tool as
parents and carers
• Potential benefits in using the tool

• Potential challenges in using the tool
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Vision for SEND
Collective Moral Purpose
Establish an integrated school system where children and young
people get the right health, care and education, in the right
place, at the right time, as close as possible to where they live.
Public Value Proposition
Provision without boundaries: where children feel they belong,
are respected, hopeful and optimistic about their future.
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Vision for SEND
All Lincolnshire Special Schools, with the exception of
SEMH Provision, to become Locality All Need Schools.
Investment in Special Schools to ensure they have the
premises and resources to meet All Needs.
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Capital Programme Update
• Increased Capital Budget from £56m - £86m, subject
to Executive Approval
• Increased allocations from Government grants and
Council contribution of £15m
• Improved Lincoln solution with expansion of St
Christopher’s School
• Enhanced provision including improvements to
access and parking, medical and therapy spaces and
better external facilities.
Lincolnshire
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Capital Programme Timeline
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Capital Programme
Boston Endeavour Academy
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Capital Programme
Boston Endeavour Academy
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Capital Programme
Bourne Willoughby Academy
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Capital Programme
Spilsby The Eresby School
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Capital Programme
Louth St Bernard’s School
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Capital Programme Progress
• Self-Delivery
– Grantham Ambergate Sports College
– Grantham The Sandon School
– Spalding The Garth School
• Design Stage
– Spalding The Priory School
– Lincoln St Christopher’s School (Primary and
Secondary)
• Still to commence
– Lincoln St Francis School
– Gosberton House Academy
Lincolnshire
Special
Schools
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Health Developments
• Specialist Equipment Contract (LCES)
• Memorandum of Understanding – Improved
Health Offer
• Commitment to Collaborative Approach
• Specialist Health facilities in each school
• Enhanced Therapy Spaces
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Specialist Community Led Panels
• Pilot from Easter’21
• Supporting special schools to meet all needs
• All schools have a responsibility to local children and young
people with SEND to ensure they have access to the right
education, in the right place, at the right time, as close to
home as possible
• Established to ensure no Lincolnshire special school
permanently excludes a pupil without full consultation and
commitment to explore every other option
• Established to support transition from special to
mainstream
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School Reorganisation
• Place planning priorities agreed
• SEND Team working with schools to agree growth
rate and identify new pupils
• Transport
• Recruitment Allocation
• Funding Agreements
• Start-up costs including classroom fixtures and
fittings
Lincolnshire
Special
Schools

Your questions and
comments are most
welcome!
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Workforce Development
Lea Mason: Lincolnshire Wolds Community Trust /
Lincolnshire Wolds Federation
Lead Professional on behalf of the SEND Alliance

Purpose:
•

•

•

To develop a coordinated, sector-led approach to professional
development to ensure all pupils with SEND can access a quality
education in the right place, as close to home as possible.
This includes developing a learning model which can provide all
school staff with access to a training framework for SEND,
mapping existing SEND training provision, across Lincolnshire, to
ensure they are aligned to the proposed framework, for Building
Communities of Specialist Provision.
A culture of SEND awareness and inclusion is embedded in all
aspects of school life.

Co-production and Collaboration:
• The work stream co-produced a shared vision of continued professional development
which will ensure special schools can met all needs in line with the SEND strategy.
• The work stream also agreed that this approach to continued professional
development for SEND should be easily accessible and available beyond the special
school sector. All mainstream provision and parent/carers should be able to access the
provision to ensure all involved in the education and care of children and young people
with SEND are well informed.
Designed with colleagues from:
• the education sector – specialist and mainstream
• LCC
• LPCF
• Health
• Social Care…
• On-going links with BG, exploring accreditation routes

The Model:
• A collaboration between the LA and Lincolnshire special school leaders to ensure thatthe
content is appropriate, up to date and represents the "way we do things in Lincolnshire".
This one county approach is essential to ensure all schools deliver a consistent message
around workforce development: that all staff have access to the same training which has
been approved by the LA and special schools.
• Tiered approach to SEND training and awareness for all school staff (teaching and nonteaching)
• Utilising various learning methods to ensure equity of access, including fact sheets, elearning modules, on-line resources, face to face…
• LSCB Platform
• Content and Delivery through our specialist schools and also LTT/Teaching Schools - by
the sector for the sector. The importance of sector expertise and the recognised skills
and knowledge already in existence within Lincolnshire's special schools.
• Sustainable / standardised competency and knowledge base

Phased approach:
Phase 1:
• In line with the immediate purpose of the project in ensuring the workforce
within specialist schools is equipped and trained effectively to support the
move to all through, all need.
Phase 2:
• Once all special schools are accessing the SEND Learning Platform and have a
workforce which is equipped and trained to effectively meet all needs, the
content of the platform will be made available to all mainstream schools,
wider community and to parent/carers.

‘ensures equity and ease of access, in
a geographically vast county’.
The induction level will provide access to basic SEND awareness and signposting
to existing free to access training.
Induction level free at point of delivery
As staff progress through the tiers to enhance their SEND skills and knowledge,
the learning modules would become more intensive and provide a greater depth
of understanding.
Signposting to the high quality training already commissioned or available and
utilise the skills and expertise of the Lincolnshire SEND Alliance to develop
training provision where gaps have been identified.

Building Communities of
Specialist Support
Together in Lincolnshire
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Vision for SEND
Collective Moral Purpose
Establish an integrated school system where children and young
people get the right health, care and education, in the right
place, at the right time, as close as possible to where they live.
Public Value Proposition
Provision without boundaries: where children feel they belong,
are respected, hopeful and optimistic about their future.
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It’s a rather complex strategy!
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School Reorganisation
• Place planning priorities agreed
• SEND Team working with schools to agree
growth rate and identify new pupils
• Transport informed of possible new pupils
• Funding Agreements
• Start-up costs including classroom fixtures and
fittings
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Capital Programme Timeline
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Managing Expansion
• 527 additional special school places
• All needs schools opening at different times
• Children travelling past 2 or 3 schools to access their
educations: over 100 children resident in the Boston
area attend a special school other than John Fielding
• Schools currently at capacity with no flexibility
• Risk of opening too many spaces
• Demand-led – but we only know so much!
Lincolnshire
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Place Planning Priorities
Route

Definition

Priority Lev el A

Priority Lev el B

Priority Lev el C

Funnel 1:

Funnel 2:

Funnel 3:

All New EHC Plans directed to
nearest special school once open.

Parental/LA Preference to move school

Waiting List

INMS placed due to lack of available place in
local special school.

On Home Tuition awaiting special school
place

In Mainstream school awaiting
special
EHCP Referrals
EHCP Assessments
Plans currently in place (draft or
agreed)

Data
Source

Place in non-nearest special schools due to
capacity/ability to meet need.

SEND – Mosaic

INMS List

SEND Case Workers

SEND Hub/Caseworkers

Transport data (local resident being
transported to non-nearest school)

Home Tuition List
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Transition Protocol – Changing to a
nearer special school
• SEND Team working with schools to agree growth
rate and identify new pupils as per place planning
priorities
• As places become available, SEND Team will be
contacting all those identified to discuss possible
transfer at an appropriate point in child’s education
• Annual Review discussion
• If parent/carer is interested in a move to a nearer
special school, please inform your Case Worker and
current school to initiate protocol
Lincolnshire
Special
Schools

Your questions and
comments are most
welcome!
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The Role of the SEND Caseworker
Josie Pedersen

The Role of the SEND Caseworker
Statutory Procedures
• Co-ordinate Assessment
• Produce draft outline and
finalise if agreed
• Amend the plan following
Annual Review
• Inform Finance
• Request appropriate
increases to funding or
equipment
• Tribunals

Casework
• Maintain their relationship
with families
• Keep the EHC plan relevant
and accurate
• Identifying settings
• Advise settings
• Transitions

Transition from Special School to
Mainstream school
Mary Meredith

Transitions support - extended PRT remit
ONE: from Special School to mainstream
TWO: in lieu of EHCP referral on transition

One – Special to Mainstream
Preparing the ground
Funding formula drawn up and monitored for dual registered special school
pupils
Communication with special schools to share the ambition and ensure that
transitions team/manager has a tracking system of all of the pupils and
when they are due their annual reviews
Share protocol re transition/placement criteria (e.g. FAP principles, family
views, nearest)

Sequence of activities (mainly PS & AL support)
1. Identifies pupils who are potentially ready to return to m/s and discusses this with
family prior to the annual review date (SENCO/Headteacher)
2. If family are in agreement to pursue a m/s placement or are unsure of this SENCO
contacts the transitions PS to invite them to an annual review where needs and
suitability for m/s discussed. Discussion with family around preferences of m/s schools
3. Annual review documentation details how the needs identified within EHC could be
met for the pupils time in a m/s environment - basis of transition plan (SO) Handover
to PS for next steps
4. m/s schools approached by PS as per agreed protocol (preparing the ground)
5. School identified (PS) and case handed to G9 AL for next steps
6. Communication with agencies identified in plan or any other professionals that may
now need to get involved – AL, based on annual review advice/basis for transition
7. Meeting arranged between school, AL, agencies and family
8. Meeting to discuss reintegration options. Start date and timeline provisionally agreed
for success - taster days, familiarisation etc. (AL)
9. Documentation produced by dual registration agreement (AL)
10. Provision form completed and processed to release funding to m/s school (DPA)

Cont…
11.Transport form completed with detail of placement (AC)
12.Regular review meetings every 6/8 weeks with schools, PRT, family and
professionals to track progress and review plan. (AL)
13.A further annual review is held. AL is invited and attend.
14.If successful this will recommend a change in provision. The EHC plan is
rewritten to reflect a m/s environment and the m/s setting is formally
consulted for a singular registered placement. SEND
15.If unsuccessful upon receipt of the plan an amendment notice will be issued
to update the reflections. SEND

Two – enhanced transition support, in lieu of EHCP
(mainly G8 caseworker support)
Rationale: to reduce the number of EHCP referrals for pupils where it is
recognised that the student will require support for next phase of
education.
Target cohorts:
• Nursery pupils – Reception
• Key Stage 1 – Key Stage 2 (where there is a change of schools)
• Year 6 – Y 7 Secondary Transition

Sequence of activities
Term 4 Identifying target pupils
G9 AL - Allocate to appropriate caseworker and provide casework oversight and support.
(No need to source school placements as all places will have been allocated via usual mid
year admissions processes)
Nursery Pupils commencing statutory schooling will be identified by primary schools in
liaison with Early years Team.
Pupils already in school settings will be identified by School/PRT usually via PSP process
as pupils should already be in receipt of support/PSP
SEND allocation panel may identify pupils who do not meet criteria for EHCP but for
whom it is recognised will need support in next phase of education

Term 5
Planning Meeting booked in first weeks Term - G3
Initial meeting in current setting with both SENCO's family and PRT Caseworker - G8
Transition plan agreed and produced - Caseworker G8

Funding request to PRT for enhanced transitional support

G11

Funding agreed - Funding letter sent and Data recorded G3 Caseworker and Data

Term 6

Taster sessions /experiences started in the term preceding transfer - Schools
Review meeting - early July to review and amend plan Consideration given to
referrals to other agencies (WWT/HM/BOSS) G8 Caseworker

Term 1
September Pupil begins new setting
first review G8 Caseworker
Term 2
2nd review G8 Caseworker
Term 3
3rd Review Discussion about next steps - Schools will continue to support with PSP
and school based strategies Only where it is evident that school based support is
not sufficient a referral to EHCP will be considered. G8 Caseworker
Regular reviews ensure school is accountable for the pupil's progress and use of
enhanced financial support.

